Genetic interactions between RAD51 and its paralogues for centrosome fragmentation and ploidy control, independently of the sensitivity to genotoxic stresses.
We evaluate here whether RAD51 and its paralogues XRCC2 and XRCC3 act via a common pathway for sensitivity to genotoxic stress, centrosome fragmentation and chromosome stability. We expressed the RAD51 dominant-negative SMRAD51 in irs1 and irs1SF cells, defective for XRCC2 and XRCC3, respectively, and in their corresponding wild-type cells (V79 and AA8, respectively). V79-SMRAD51 cells are sensitive to mitomycin C (MMC), but SMRAD51 did not further sensitize irs1 cells to MMC, showing that SMRAD51 and XRCC2 act on the same pathway for resistance to MMC. However, in contrast to irs1 and irs1SF cells, SMRAD51-V79 and SMRAD51-AA8 cells are not sensitive to gamma-rays or UV-C. Despite these differences in sensitivity, SMRAD51-expressing cells and xrcc2- or xrcc3-defective cells show similar increased levels of centrosome fragmentation. This spontaneous centrosome fragmentation is resistant to caffeine, suggesting that ATM and ATR are not involved. Consistent with centrosome fragmentation, increased aneuploidy was measured in irs1 and SMRAD51-expressing cells. Expression of SMRAD51 in irs1 or irs1SF cells did not increase further the frequency of multipolar cells. Thus, RAD51, XRCC2 and XRCC3 act in the same pathway for centrosome fragmentation, independently of the sensitivity to exogenous genotoxic stresses and of the ATM/ATR pathway.